discourse in the social sciences that can be interrogated and infused into recent trends taken in the humanities by cultural studies and literary criticism.

Freakery has been created in such a spirit. Although it does not explicitly declare itself as a study of disability, its purpose is to reveal the practices and cultural logic that construct certain corporeal variations as deviant and to dematerialize the generally assumed opposition between normal and abnormal bodies. The essays assembled here invoke a wide range of disciplinary approaches within cultural studies to argue collectively that the freak is a historical figure ritualistically fabricated from the raw material of bodily variations and appropriated in the service of shifting social ideologies. In short, we show the freak of nature to be a freak of culture.
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Introduction: From Wonder to Error—A Genealogy of Freak Discourse in Modernity

ROSEMARIE GARLAND THOMSON

People who are visually different have always provoked the imaginations of their fellow human beings. Those of us who have been known since antiquity as "monsters" and more recently as "freaks" defy the ordinary and mock the predictable, exciting both anxiety and speculation among our more banal brethren. History bears ample witness to this profound disquiet stirred in the human soul by bodies that stray from what is typical or predictable. Such troubled fascination with the different body has occasionally endured cultural icons that range from the cycloptic Polyphemus and the gigantic Goliath to werewolves and the seven adorable little dwarfs. Perhaps even the founding Judeo-Christian myth that Adam's body contained Eve, described as it is by millennia of interpretation, derives from reports of the rare condition "fem in feme" in which tumors causing fusions are embedded in the bodies of their living siblings. 1

The presence of the anomalous human body, at once familiar and alien, has unfolded as well within the collective cultural consciousness into fanciful hybrids such as centaurs, griffins, sultanes, minotaurs, sphinxes, mermaids, and cyclopes—all figures that are perhaps the mythical explanations for the startling bodies whose curious lineaments gesture toward other modes of being and confuse comforting distinctions between what is human and what is not. What seems clearest in all this, however, is that the extraordinary body is fundamental to the narratives by which we make sense of ourselves and our world.

By its very presence, the exceptional body seems to compel explanation, inspire representation, and incite regulation. The unexpected body is a metaphor rich, if anxious, narratives and practices that probe the contours and boundaries of what we take to be human. Stone Age cave paintings, for example, record monstrous births, while prehistoric gravestones enzarce elaborate ritual sacrifices of such bodies. Clay tablets at the Assyrian city of Nineveh record in detail sixty-two of what we would now call congenital abnormalities, along with their prophetic meanings. Aristotle, Cicero, Pliny, Augustine, Bacon, and Montaigne account for such disruptions of the seemingly natural order in their interpretive schemes. For these fathers of Western thought, the differently formed body is most often evidence of God's design, divine wrath, or nature's abundance, but it is always an interpretive occasion.
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broad strokes here how freak discourse is both imbricated in and reflective of our collective cultural transformation into modernity. The trajectory of historical change in the ways the anomalous body is framed within the cultural imagination—what I am calling here the freak discourse's genealogy—can be characterized simply as a movement from a narrative of the marvelous to a narrative of the deviant. As modernity develops in Western culture, freak discourse logs the change: the prodigious monster transforms into the pathological terror; what was once sought after as revelation becomes pursued as entertainment; what aroused awe now inspires horror; what was taken as a portent shifts to a site of progress. In brief, wonder becomes terror.

Consider, for instance, the semantic distinctions applied to anomalous bodies over time. Never simply itself, the exceptional body betokens something else, becomes revelatory, sustains narrative, exists socially in a realm of hyper-representation. Indeed, the word monster—
it's the earliest and most enduring name for the singular body—derives from the Latin monstrosity, meaning to warn, show, or sign, and which has given us the modern verb demonstrate. Monsters were taken as a show forth of divine will from antiquity until the mid-eighteenth century, seemingly rooted in the understanding of the world. When the gods lapsed into silence, monsters became an index of Nature's fancy or—as they now appear in genetics and embryology—the Rosetta Stone that reveals the mechanics of life. As portents, monsters were the premier manifestation of a variety of gnostic natural phenomena known as prodigies, marvels, or wonders.

Under the sign of the miraculous, comets, earthquakes, six-legged calves, cyclopic pigs, and human monsters confirmed, repudiated, or revised what humanity imagined as the order of things. By challenging the boundaries of the human and the coherence of what seemed to be the natural world, monstrous bodies appeared as sublime, merging the terrible with the wonderful, equalizing repulsion with attraction.

Whether generating awe, delight, terror, or knowledge, the monstrous emerges from culture-bound expectations even as it violates them. Certainly the cultural relativity of what counts as monstrous is witnessed by the medieval Wonder Books, which imagined as monsters the alien races of distant geographies, particularly those of The East. In a similar genre, the French surgeon Ambroise Paré in 1573 confuted what we would today see as the normal, the deviant, and the fanciful in an illustrated treatise on monsters that catalogues together marvels such as conjured twins, giraffes, hermaphrodites, sea devils, elephants, unicorns, comets, incubi, and Egyptian mermaids. Paré's Des Monstres et prodiges straddles the seam between wonder and error, between marvelous and medicalized narrations of the anomalous body. Along with the traditional divinely driven explanations, Paré initiates a secular, clinical approach to monsters that runs parallel to and competes with religious interpretations, finally eclipsing them around the beginning of the nineteenth century. This inquiet scientific view, which depends upon the fantasy of objectivity and sees regularity rather than exceptionality as founding epistemology, imposes empiricism upon the narrative of wonder that had ranged relatively freely across earlier representations of monsters. By the seventeenth century this alternative humanistic, scientific discourse, which endorses the predictable, entwines itself with the idea of religious prodigies, casting extraordinary bodies as nature's benevolent whistleblows, bestowed upon the world to delight man's curiosity and inspire his awe. This is not, however, the awe of divine warning, but rather an implication that the world exists increasingly not to glorify god but to please man, who is destined to be its master.

The notion of the monster as prodigy fades at this juncture, transfiguring singular bodies
into *laus naturae*, nature's sport or the *freak* of nature. As divine design disengages from the natural world in the human mind, the word *freak* emerges to express capricious variation or sudden, erratic change. Milton's *Lycidas* seems to have initiated *freak* into English in 1637 to mean a freak of color. By the seventeenth century *freak* broadens to mean whimsy or fancy. Not until 1847 does the word become synonymous with human corporeal anomaly. Thus, *wonder*, which enters the language as early as 700, separates from *augury* to become whimsy as Enlightenment thinking begins to rationalize the world. What was once ominous marvel now becomes gratuitous oddity as monsters shift into the category of *curiousites*. Curiosity fuses inquisitiveness, acquisitiveness, and novelty to the ancient pursuit of the extraordinary body, shifting the ownership of such bodies from God to the scientist, whose *Wunderkammern* or cabinets of curiosities, antedate modern museums. Simultaneously with the secularism that finds delight in nature's corporeal jokes arises the contrasting empiricism that destroys the knowledge used to drive fancy from the world.

Consequently, at just the historical moment when the foreboding monster transforms into the whimsical freak, the Enlightenment logic Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno have termed "the disenchantment of the world" produces *tetratology*, the science of monstrosity that eventually naturalizes and rationalizes the wondrous freak. Formally articulated in 1832 by the French zoologist Edouard Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, tetratology recasts the freak from astonishing corporeal extravagance into the pathological specimen of the terata. Masterted and demystified by modernity, then, is the marvelously singular body whose terrible presence in the world quickened such cultural narratives as *Genesis* and the *Odyssey*. Domesticated within the laboratory and the textbook, what was once the prodigious monster, the fanciful freak, the strange and subtle curiosity of nature, has become today the abnormal, the intolerable. The exceptional body thus becomes what Arnold Davidson calls an "especially vicious normative violation," demanding genetic reconstruction, surgical normalization, therapeutic elimination, or relegation to pathological specimen.

In response to the tensions of modernity, the ancient practice of interpreting extraordinary bodies not only shifted toward the secular and the rational, but it flourished as never before within the expanding marketplace, institutionalized under the banner of the freak show. Especially in Victorian America, the exhibition of freaks exploded into a public ritual that bonded a sundering politics together in the collective act of looking. In a turbulent era of social and material change, the spectacle of the extraordinary body stimulated curiosity, ignited speculation, provoked irritation, furnished novelty, filled coffers, confirmed commonality, and certified national identity. From the Jacksonian period to the Progressive era, Americans flocked to freak shows. With the older narrative of wonder still culturally tenable and the newer narrative of error ever more compelling, the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth centuries comprised a heightened, transitional moment for such ceremonial displays. Redolent with the older authority of the prodigious, infused with the fluidness of the finitely, and susceptible to the certainties of scientific positivism, the singular body on exhibit was ripe for reading.

But before we probe further the ways the freak show entwines itself with the social, economic, political, and ideological structures of what was arguably America's most intense period of modernization, we should first explore the conventions of display that created Victorian America's celebrated freaks. The early itinerant monster-mongers who exhibited human oddities in taverns and the slightly more respectable performances in rented halls evolved in the mid-nineteenth century into institutionalized, permanent exhibitions of freaks in dime museums and later in circus sideshows, fairs, and amusement park midwayis. The apotheosis of museums, which both inaugurated and informed the myriad dime museums that followed, was P. T. Barnum's American Museum, which he purchased and revitalized in 1841. Later, Barnum shaped the circus into the three-ring extravaganza, infusing it with vigor and freaks well into the twentieth century. Until the turn of the century, dime museums proliferated, offering spectacles of amusement parading as edification to all classes of Americans. Human freaks were the central magnets of Barnum's showcase and all successive dime museums. In the museums' curio halls and lecture rooms as well as on the sideshows' stages and platforms gathered an astonishing array of corporeal wonders, from wild men of Borneo to fat ladies, living skeletons, Fiji princes, albinos, bearded women, Siamese twins, tattooed Circassians, armless and legless wonders, Chinese giants, cannibals, midget triplets, hermaphrodites, spotted boys, and much more. Augmenting the marvelous bodies were ancillary performers and curiosities such as ventriloquists, performing genii, mesmerists, beauty contestants, contortionists, sharpshooters, trained apes, frog eaters, sword-swallowers, mumbling monkeys, box constrictors, canaries whistling "Yankee Doodle," and a "Nail King" who drove nails through boards with his teeth. From the Prince of Wales and Henry James to families and the humblest immigrants, Americans gathered at this most democratizing institution to gaze raptly at the ineffable other who was both the principle of the freak show and the creation of the freak show's hyperbolic conventions of display.

The exaggerated, sensationalized discourse that is the freak show's essence ranged over the seemingly singular bodies that we would now call either "physically disabled" or "ethnic others," framing them and heightening their differences from viewers, who were rendered comfortably common and safely standard by the exchange. Freak discourse structured a cultural ritual that seized upon any deviation from the typical, embellishing and intensifying it to produce a human spectacle whose every somatic feature was laden with significance before the gaping spectactor. An animal-skin wrap, a spear, and some grunting noises, for example, made a retarded black man into the Missing Link. Irregular pigmentation enhanced by a loincloth and some palm fronds produced the Leppard Boy. Feathers, blankets, and a seven-pound hammer turned an "ordinary negro" into the Ironed-Studded Prince. Shaved topknots, and gaudy ruffles render two microspleicals into the Aztec Children. Congenital anomalies and progressive or hereditary conditions yielded imaginative hybrids of the human and animal reminiscent of classical satyrs, centaurs, or minotaurs: the Turtle Boy, the Mule-Faced Woman, Serpentina, the Camel Girl, the Dog-Faced Boy, the Bear Woman, the Lobster Boy, the Lion Woman, the Alligator Man, and Seals. Bodies whose forms appeared to transgress rigid social categories such as race, gender, and personhood were particularly good grist for the freak mill. Albino Africans with dreadlocks, double-genital hermaphrodites, bearded women, fat boys, half-people, the legless and/or armless, and conjoined twins violated the categorical boundaries that seem to order civilization and inform individuality. Such hybridity, along with excess and absence, are the threatening organizational principles that constituted freakdom. As once dangerous and alluring, this cultural space of seemingly infinite license is what the freak shows both amplified and contained with their conventions of display.

An interlocking set of stylized, highly embellished narratives fashioned unusual bodies into
frauds within the formalized spaces of shows, museums, fairs, and circuses. The four enunciated narrative forms that produced frauds were, first, the oral spiel—often called the "lecture"—that was delivered by the showman or "professor" who usually managed the exhibited person; second, the often fabricated or fantastic textual accounts—both long pamphlets and broadside or newspaper advertisements—of the fraud's always extraordinary life and identity; third, the staging, which included costumes, choreography, performance, and the spatial relation to the audience; and fourth, drawings or photographs that disseminated an iterable, fixed, collectible visual image of staged freakishness that penetrated into the Victorian parlor and family album. For commercial ends, frauds enlisted, then, the oral and visual senses as well as their technological prosthetics, the reproducible printed word and image, to bombard actual and potential audiences with the frauds that their conventions manufactured.

Although commercial hyperbole drove all these narrative modes, the linguistic genres themselves varied. The fabulous was shot through with the scientific; truth claims abutted the fraudulent; the mundane flanked the peculiar. One example is the sensationaly emblazoned painted biographies of the fraud's life, accomplishments, and corporeal irregularities. According to one pamphlet, the pregnant mother of the hirsute Madame Howard, the Lion Woman, was attacked by lions that her brave father then slew. Similarly, the Lobster Boy's fate was determined when his pregnant mother allegedly fainted at the sight of her husband's exceptionally large catch of the day. Tattooed white men were ostensibly captured and tortured by cannibals. Missing Links were discovered in the jungles of darkest Africa. The
1.3a.4 A common practice at freak shows was to juxtapose stark physical differences. Collection of Robert Gould Shaw, Harvard Theatre Collection, The Houghton Library.

1.4. The cover of the life narrative of Captain Costentenus, "The Tattooed Greek Prince: Written by Himself and Translated from the Original Roman by Professor Demetri of Athens." These exaggerated and frequently fraudulent pamphlets were often sold at freak shows. Courtesy of the Ron Becker Collection, Syracuse University Library, Department of Special Collections.
armless and legless performed on stage, with their alternative limbs, such ordinary tasks as violin playing, calligraphy, needlework, or taking tea, were then detailed in inflated language that made them remarkable even as it invited pity and admiration. Autographed souvenir cabinet photographs or the extremely popular cartes d'visites literally framed freaks by surrounding them with enhancing props like jungle backdrops or by juxtaposing giants with midgets, for instance, or fat men with human skeletons to intensify by contrast their bodily differences. Presented along with the printed souvenirs were the oral narratives of the showman's pitch, the lecturer's yarn, and the "professor's" pseudo-authoritative accounts—all ornamented with the lurid and dramatized to the point of caricature. Respected medical doctors authenticated the exhibits by detailing their examinations in language at once clinical and reverent. Consuming enhanced the extraordinary quality of the freaks' body, and staging established distance as well as literal hierarchies between the group of spectators and the lone spectacle on the elevated platform or in the sunken pit. Living skeletons wore leopards; fat or bearded ladies spotted gowns and jewels; hermaphrodites dressed in half-male and half-female outfits; Zulu warriors became alien by way of animal skins, spears, whoops, and jungle scenes. Conventionalized stage names created paraodic juxtapositions as well. Mudges always had inflated titles from "high" society, such as Commodore Nutt, General Tom Thumb, Princess Wee-nee; fat ladies' names, such as Dolly Dimples, Captivator Liz, and Wecess Winvie, mocked feminine scripts. Taken together, these mediating narratives, as well as the cultural premise of irreducible corporeal difference upon which the freak show was founded, comprised the process David Hevey calls "enfremment."

Enfremment emerges from cultural rituals that stylize, silence, differentiate, and distance the persons whose bodies the freak-hunters or showmen colonize and commercialize. Paradoxically, however, at the same time that enfremment elaborately foregrounds specific bodily eccentricities, it also collapses all those differences into a "freaky," a single amorphous category of corporeal otherness. By constituting the freak as an icon of generalized embodied deviancy, the exhibitions also simultaneously reinscribed gender, race, sexual aberrance, ethnicity, and disability as inextricable yet particular exclusionary systems legitimated by bodily variation—all represented by the single multivalent figure of the freak. Thus, what we assume to be a freak of nature was instead a freak of culture.

The freak show made more than freaks: it fashioned as well the self-governed, irritable subject of democracy—the American cultural self. Parading in once as entertainment and education, the institutionalized social process of enfremment unified and validated the disparate throng positioned as viewers. A freak show's cultural work is to make the physical particularity of the freak into a hyperbolic text against which the viewer's indistinguishable body fades into a seemingly neutral, traceable, and intranslatable instrument of the autonomous will, suitable to the uniform abstract citizenry democracy institutes. Yet the freaks' popularity—the strange blend of reverence and condescension audiences registered—suggests ambivalence toward such forfeiture of the bodily distinction that marked eminence in traditional societies. Bound together by their mutual assurance that they are not freaks, the fascinated onlookers perhaps longed in some sense to be extraordinary marvels instead of mundane, even banal, democrats in a confining cultural moment. Nevertheless, the privileged state of disembodiment that the freak show conferred upon its spectators, however fraudulent, must have been seductive. It evidently was well worth the dime or quarter at a time when modernization rendered the meaning of bodily differences and vulnerabilities increasingly unstable and threatening.

The freak show's golden age occurred specifically within the productive context of nineteenth-century America's swift and chaotic modernization. That rich cultural matrix provided a conducive environment for the archaic custom of exhibiting and interpreting extraordinary bodies and alien cultures to thrive in the invigorated form of the freak show. But the very cultural and socioeconomic conditions that animated the ancient, almost archaistic, practice composed the very context that at the same time rendered it obsolete, making the freak show today virtually synonymous with bad taste, a practice that has gone the way of public executions. In the escalating upheaval of modernization between about 1840 through 1910, what we now think of as the freak show flared like a comet and then vanished from view, re-emerging in almost unrecognizable forms in the late twentieth century. Although it is impossible to disentangle or establish causality among the interlocking and mutually determining cultural phenomena that quickened and then quieted the freak show, let us nevertheless try roughly to uncouple the forces modernization brought to bear on the exhibition of the anomalous body.

Most fundamentally, modernization reconstituted the human body. Freak shows became ritual sites where the uncertain polity could anxiously contemplate the new parameters of embodiment that cultural transformations had wrought. The changes in production, labor, technology, and market relations that we loosely call industrialization redeployed and often literally reconfigured the body, perhaps turning America's collective eyes more attentively on the extraordinary body for explanation, validation, or simply comfort. Machine culture created new somatic geographies. For example, the decline of the apprentice system, the rise of the machine and the factory, as well as wage labor, put bodies on arbitrary schedules instead of allowing natural rhythms to govern activity. Rather than machines acting as prosthetics for the human body as they had in traditional cultures, the body under industrialization began to seem more like an extension of the machine, which threatened to replace the working body or at least restructure its relation to labor. Efficiency, a concept rooted in the mechanical, ascended to prominence as a measurement of bodily value. Mechanized practices such as standardization, mass production, and interchangeable parts promoted sameness of form as a cultural value and made singularity in both products and bodies seem deviant. The profession of authority, wage labor, the logic of slavery and abolition, as well as the women's rights movement challenged the common citizen's sense of autonomy and mastery over his own body and others' bodies. Moreover, industrial accidents as well as the technologies and scale of the Civil War literally changed the shapes of human bodies on a dramatic new scale. Both sentimentalism and realism, the major representational modes of the freak show period, register in differing ways the concern with the place and meaning of the body. If this new body felt alien to the ordinary citizen, the freak's bizarre embodiment could assure viewers' uneasiness either by functioning as a touchstone of anxious identification or as an assurance of their regularized normality.

Modernization not only reimagined and reshaped the body, it relocated it as well. The new geography of labor changed the physical relationships between bodies, literally separating workers from owners, the skilled from the unskilled, men from women and children. Mental and manual work migrated apart. Transportation systems and new work patterns moved...
people from farms and familial contexts into cities as well as into anonymous social and labor hierarchies. Wage labor and urbanization created unstructured leisure time and forged situational, transient relationships, while change stimulated a taste for the novel. In addition to restless physical migrations, a surging marketplace both promised and threatened social mobility founded upon unstable incomes. All these dislocations created anxiety, forcing people to rely upon bodily appearance rather than kinship or local memberships as indices of identity and social position.24 In addition, secularization deemphasized the condition of one's soul, while an intensifying market system spawned the anxious display of status, and technologies such as portraiture photography located identity in one's exterior image. Social upheaval, such as immigration, emancipation, and feminism—along with discriminatory responses such as nativism, segregation, and eugenics—depended upon the logic of visual corporeal differences for their coherence and enactment. Consequently, the way the body looked and functioned became one's primary social resource as local contexts receded, support networks unraveled, and mobility dominated social life.

In this way, modernity effected a standardization of everyday life that saturated the entire social fabric, producing and reinforcing the concept of an unmarked, narrative, leveled body as the dominant subject of democracy. Clocks, department stores, ready-made clothing catalogues, advertising, and factory items sculpted the prosaic toward sameness, while increased literacy and the instilled nature of a burgeoning print culture fortified the impulse toward conformity. With its dependence on predictability, scientific discourse also resembled the body, deprecating particularity while valorizing uniformity. Statistics quantified the body, evolution provided a new heritage; eugenics and teratology policed its boundaries; prostitution normalized it; and asylums cordoned off deviance. Additionally, ameliorative, professionalized medicine consolidated its dominance, casting as pathological all deviations from the standard body. Finally, the notion of progress and the ideology of improvement—always a fragile consolation against the vagaries of contingency—implemented the ascendance of this new image of a malleable, regulated body whose attainment was both an individual and national obligation.25

Thus the iconography of social status transformed as the polity concerned itself with the subtleties of decoding bodies pressed toward the homogenous, even while the ideology of individualism called for distinction. In the midst of this communal quest for identity, the extravagantly marked, plain figure of the freak quietly commanded the imaginations of practically everyone. During a confusing era, the freak body represented at once boundless liberty and appalling disorder, the former the promise and the latter the threat of democracy. The enterprising entrepreneur capitalized on all of this amid the prevailing culture of exhibition in which eager and gullible crowds sought truth, meaning, edification, and distraction within a cultural periodical space that circulantly fused the visual with the textual.

This standardization of life and body under modernity was accompanied by a tendency toward compartmentalization and stratification. As culture became more dynamic, complex, and literate with modernization, broad discourses tended to cleave into multiple, discrete discursive systems infected by an elaborate system of social markers. Such differentiation became, for example, myriad branches of specialized knowledge and work, each located somewhere on the ladder of social status. In democratized nineteenth-century America, class distinctions solidified, bifurcating cultural discourses as well into high and low.26 Swed along on this wave, freak show discourse, which from premodern times had been primarily
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**INTRODUCTION**

---

I have suggested here that modernity moved the freak from the embellishment of wonder to the embodiment of error. This volume, however, documents that shift not as an exhaustion of the genre but rather as a dispersal of freak show discourse into an array of other representational modes, some of which—for example, the theater of surgery that normalizes the bodies of today's conjoined twins—may not be recognizable today at first glance. Focusing, though not exclusively, on the classic freak show's most intense manifestation in nineteenth- and twentieth-century America, the chapters assembled here come to four particular aspects of freak show culture, scrutinizing the structures of meaning, sociopolitical context, and conventions of display that constitute the figure of the freak in modernity. Taken together, they demonstrate how the social ceremony of the freak show sits at the crossroads of all systemic discourses—race and gender, for example—that underpin sociopolitical subordination by representing difference as deviance. The volume thus comprises a wide-ranging, interdisciplinary conversation that charts the interconnections among a profusion of both mutual and blatant discourses of the freakish body.

---

**Fieider's literary critical study, Freaks: Myths and Images of the Secret Self, and continued in 1988 by Robert Bombo's sociopolitical account, Freak Show: Presenting Human Oddities for Amusement and Profit. Fieider probes the archetypal aspects of the freak, while Bogdan...**
arguments for the freak as a social construction. Representative of their respective decades and disciplines, both studies inform the essays here. The existing by cultural studies of a wider net of inquiry has brought freaks and their exhibition onto the academic desk, inviting the kinds of politicized and historicized interrogations collected here. Fiedler's foreword, Bogdan's essay (chapter 2 below), and this introduction launch the subsequent conversations that probe the resonances imposed upon the ritual spectacle of visible difference that is the freak.

The book's first section, "The Cultural Construction of Freaks," gathers three seminal perspectives that, along with Fiedler's foreword, comprise an introductory examination of the freak as a historical and cultural phenomenon. Bogdan historicizes the mediation of the freak's body by show conventions, emphasizing that the freak is essentially a fraudulent figure produced by modes of presentation that show business employs to construct freaks from people with disabilities or non-Western ethnicities. Summarizing the taxonomy of representation identified in his book, Bogdan details a variety of strategies, such as the "exotic" and the "aggrandized status" modes, that the shows use to promote freaks. By foregrounding the problem of exploitation, historian David A. Gerber shifts the focus of analysis from Bogdan's social constructionist narrative to a consideration of consent and free will on the part of the performers. Gerber advocates "demoralizing" the question of the freak show, suggesting that we see it both as a socially constructed form of entertainment and as a product of unequal social relations. Whereas Bogdan and Gerber focus on entertainment strategies, Elizabeth Gross tests the essential meaning of the freak body to its viewers. Exploring the effects of lived and represented corporeality on identity, philosopher Gross posits that the freak impels the very categories we rely on to classify humans. Focusing on hermaphrodites and conjoined twins, the two modes of freakishness whose embodiments are most ambiguous, Gross concludes that such corporeal ambiguity is culturally intolerable and always subjected to surgical intervention because it questions the integrity of received images of the human self.

The second section, "Practices of Enfeoffment," centers on strategies of mediation used to frame the freak as a spectacle appropriated for the showmen's or the viewers' purposes. Paul Seminoff's chapter on monster exhibits in the marketplaces of early-modern England explores the beginnings of the freak show's institutionalization. In accounting for the shows' enduring cross-class appeal, Seminoff challenges the assertion that monsters were viewed as either religious portents or scientific specimens by unearthing a popular folk discourse that interprets monsters as comic grotesques. Edward L. Schwartzchild examines next one of the earliest institutions of enfeoffment in America as he shows how Charles Wilson Peale colonized the spectacle of the dead body in his eighteenth-century Philadelphia museum. Peale's taxidermy paintings, and plan to embalm Ben Franklin testify to his museum's attempt to make a freak show of death to achieve individual and national distinction by controlling human mortality. If P. T. Barnum's purchase in 1830 of Peale's failing enterprise supports Schwartzchild's imbrication of museum and freak discourses, Eric Fette's essay on Barnum's orchestration of a theatrical aesthetic to that of his freaks cements the conjunction of museum and freak culture in nineteenth-century America. Delineating the larger culture of exhibition in which freak shows and museums were embedded, Fette demonstrates how Barnum's multiple autobiographies and other forms of self-presentation stylize a malleable figure that precisely parallels the fashioned freaks, leading us to ponder the relation between exploitation and agency in freakmaking process. Ellen Hickey Grayson next examines the practice of psychological enfeoffment, while continuing to chart correlations between museum and freak discourses, as she traces the interpretation of the laughing gas demonstrations that augmented revenues from the 1845-48 traveling exhibit of Rembrandt Peale's monumental temperance painting "The Court of Death". Grayson reveals that these laughing gas experiments by audience members shifted from subversive to reactionary, acting finally to reveal character and censure aberrant behavior so as to affirm bourgeois respectability. Finally, Ronald E. Ostman's chapter analyzing Farm Security Administration photographs taken between 1935 and 1942 explicates the role of photography in establishing the persuasion, veracity, and commercialism that supported human exhibitions during the waning freak show era. Ostman's re-created carnivale skills and his analyses of the dynamic among viewers, showmen, and workers revealed by the photographs suggests how much the shows had to strain for credibility in the twentieth century after they had been severed from the more respectable urban museum culture to which they were earlier united.

The third section, "Exhibiting Corporeal Freaks," places particular freak exhibits choreographed from people whom we would now term "disabled" into their sociohistorical contexts, analyzing the larger political meanings of these individual displays and revealing strong links between the shows and other seemingly unimplicated strands of cultural discourse. James W. Cook, Jr., begins by scrutinizing Barnum's long-running exhibition, "What Is It?"—the remarkably plush figure of indeterminate corporeal otherness upon whom audiences or showmen could project numerous geographical, racial, and cultural templates. By revealing Barnum's manipulation of "What Is It?" as a "nonsensepect," Cook contests the traditional narrative that the show's agency, demonstrating that this particular exhibit literally embodied the era's deep conflicts over race. Nigel Rothfels explains Cook's linkage of race and freak discourse, adding to it an account of how scientific and freak discourses intersected in the framing of several exhibitions. Rothfels shows how the German scientific community used the bodies of Bartola and Maximo (the "African Children"), the hirudine Krazi, and a group of Fugitives—all of whom were cast as "missing links"—as sites on which to formulate and debate the two important scientific theories of the nineteenth century: evolution and recapitulation. Focusing next on the famous performing twins Daisy and Violet Hilton, Alison Pinney examines not only how conjoined twins threaten notions of individual personhood, but also how gender politics were mapped onto the pair's attachment. Pinney shows that the popular representations of the twins cast their bond as a threatening substitute for marriage that is both revered and contested by entertainment discourse. Lori Meisch then probe the cultural spectacle of "cuteness" by establishing a genealogy between prodigious midgets such as Tom Thumb, whose wedding was one of the century's greatest mass spectacles, the equally prodigious and cute Shirley Temple. Exploring as well the politics of cuteness in Toni Morrison's Tar Baby and Christine's 'santory pairings with childlike blacks, Meisch invokes the comic theatrical style of cute to both racial and gender politics. The fourth section, "Exhibiting Cultural Freaks," demonstrates how exhibitions continued to Westerners as physically deviant figures parallel to the freaks with disabilities. The concept of "the show business" elaborated in Bernth Lindfors's chapter on the 19th-century British display of Africans—the famous Hotentot Venus, Zulu Warriors, and Blackamores—suggests the early fluidity between freak discourse and the nascent project of anthropology. Pointing to the irony that the British simultaneously abolished slavery and
institutionalized imperialism. Lindert reveals how cultural others become corporal others in the context of exhibitions. Christopher Vaughan examines a similar incursion during the United States' turn-of-the-century missionary imperialism era. Vaughan argues that the display of Philippine Igorots at the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair fed a public hunger for cultural progress that affirmed America's sense of cultural progress, of being "civilized" rather than "savage." Continuing to track the conjunctions of race, anthropology, and freakishness, Leonard Casuso demonstrates how tattooing acts as a code for racial difference in Herman Melville's account of failed cultural tolerance. Types. Casuso investigates the ways in which freak discourse ultimately attempted to maintain a fiction of absolute racial distinction at a time when abolitionism was threatening such assertions. Focusing in the section's last chapter on the intersection of gender, race, and eroticism in the figure of the Circassian Beauty, a Circassian Slave, Linda Foest shows how this Barnum freak figure served political ends as a representative of racial purity who was desired and enslaved by the dark, barbaric Turk.

The fifth section, "Textual Uses of Frecks," looks at some implementations of the freak figure in literature and film. Joan Hawkins unveiling the disturbing ambivalence in Ted Browning's classic horror film, Freaks, noting at the same time the misogyny that dovetails with the troubling presentation of corporeal difference. Released in 1932 at the moment when freak shows became an unacceptable genre, the controversial film, according to Hawkins, simultaneously humanizes and debases the film's actual freak performers. Rachel Adams continues by scrutinizing Katherine Dunn's equally disturbing 1989 novel, Geek Love, which she argues, like the tropes of freakishness, is socially produced and at the same time validating bodily materiality as the familial history of the bizarre freak family and the novel's center. Adams introduces the troubling issue of the postmodern body's autonomy through surgery and technology, a theme that Shirley Pizer examines in her chapter on the enactment of freakishness for a feminist agenda in Angela Carter's Nights at the Circus and Fay Weldon's The Life and Loves of a She-Devil. Peterson shows that the female protagonists, a bumbling giantess and a winged aerialist, explore the transgressive potential of the unfeminine woman in patriarchal culture. In the section's final chapter, Brian Rosenberg surveys literary and film representations of freaks by detailing his experiences teaching a literature course on freaks—what he calls "a walk on the pedagogical weird side." Finding that human oddities are a persistent, if muted, presence in literature, Rosenberg explains how in the classroom freak discourse can encourage complex thinking and highlight significant social issues.

The last section, "Relocations of the Freak Show," enumerates several contemporary sites where culture reconfigures the freak show into currently acceptable forms that nonetheless replicate the earlier choreographies of embodied otherness. Andrea Stulman Dennett juxtaposes late-nineteenth-century dime museum freak shows and contemporary television talk shows, charting the similarities in structure and presentation between the two displays of ostensible human aberrance, the earlier physical and the later psychological. Moreover, Dennett argues that the one true remaining physical freak today is the fat person, a ridiculed stand-up talk show figure cut off from the sympathy that ostensibly rescues disabled people from suffering. If Dennett suggests that technology informs postmodern freak shows, Jeffrey Weinstock confirms her point by demonstrating that science fiction films are the last frontier of freakdom in contemporary culture. Examining the uses of anomalous bodies in the film


14. For a discussion of "wonders" and "amusements" both described from the related Old French and Old English words for staring, gaping, or being idle. Museums come directly into English from the Latin.


